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Byron: Detached Thoughts (work in progress) 

 

This text of Byron’s Detached Thoughts has been created by scanning-in the First 

Edition Club edition of 1928, edited by Lord Ernle (Rowland R. Prothero: for some 

reason he calls his book the Ravenna Journal) and then making a few alterations with a 

view to greater approximation with Byron’s style in manuscript. 

 I have changed all “etc.”s to “&c.”s: replaced single inverted commas with double: 

emboldened the numbers of Detached Thoughts (Ernle has them in red): reduced the 

opening words to normal size (Ernle has small caps): and restored the section in 

Thought 102 which Ernle considered too unchaste even for the limited-edition 

purchasers of his day. In have expanded abbreviated proper nouns, using square 

brackets. 

 In Thoughts 88 and 89, the sections which were not accessible in manuscript in 1928 

are now in the New York Public Library: see BLJ IX 43. 
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DETACHED THOUGHTS 
         Ravenna, May 1

st
  1821. 

Amongst various journals, memoranda, diaries, &c., which I have kept in the course of my living, I 

began one about three months ago, and carried it on till I had filled one paper book (thinnish), and two 

sheets or so of another. I then left off, partly because I thought we should have some business here,1 

and I had furbished up my arms, and got my apparatus ready for taking a turn with the Patriots,2 

having my drawers full of their proclamations, oaths, and resolutions, and my lower rooms of their 

hidden weapons of most calibres;3 and partly because I had filled my paper book. But the Neapolitans 

have betrayed themselves and all the World,4 and those who would have given their blood for Italy 

can now only give her their tears. 

 Some day or other, if dust holds together, I have been enough in the Secret (at least in this part of 

the country) to cast perhaps some little light upon the atrocious treachery which has replunged Italy 

into Barbarism. At present I have neither the time nor the temper. However, the real Italians are not 

to blame – merely the scoundrels at the Heel of the Boot,5 which the Hun6 now wears, and will 

trample them to ashes with for their Servility. 

 I have risked myself with the others here, and how far I may or may not be compromised is a 

problem at this moment: some of them, like “Craigengelt”, would “tell all and more than all to save 

themselves;”7 but, come what may, the cause was a glorious one, though it reads at present as if the 

Greeks had run away from Xerxes.8 Happy the few who have only to reproach themselves with 

believing that these rascals were less rascaille than they proved. Here in Romagna the efforts were 

necessarily limited to preparations and good intentions, until the Germans9 were fairly engaged in 

equal warfare, as we are upon their very frontiers without a single fort, or hill, nearer than San 

Marino. Whether “Hell will be paved with” those “good intentions,”10 I know not; but there will 

probably be good store of Neapolitans to walk upon the pavement, whatever may be it’s composition. 

Slabs of lava from their mountain, with the bodies of their own damned Souls for cement, would be 

the fittest causeway for Satan’s Corso. 

 But what shall I write? another Journal? I think not. Anything that comes uppermost – and call it 

“my Dictionary.” 

 

MY DICTIONARY11 
 

AUGUSTUS.12 – I have often been puzzled with his character. Was he a great Man? Assuredly. But 

not one of my great men. I have always looked upon Sylla13 as the greatest Character in History, for 

laying down his power at the moment when it was 

 

     “too great to keep or to resign,”14 

 

                                                           
1: A revolution to throw the Austrians out of Italy had been anticipated early in 1821, but did not occur. 

2: B. was Capo of the Ravenna Carbonari, a Masonic / revolutionary organisation. 

3: The Carbonari stored their weapons in B.’s cellar (that is, Count Guiccioli’s cellar), without telling him. 

4: The Neapolitans had got their King Ferdinand to grant a constitution, but when the Austrians came had run away with 

firing a shot. 

5: The Neapolitans. 

6: The Austrians. 

7: Captain Craigengelt is in Scott’s The Bride of Lammermoor: but he does not say this line. 

8: The Greeks defeated Xerxes at Salamis, Marathon, Plataea, and so on. B. sees the Italian struggle as a continuation of the 

Greek. 

9: The Austrians. B. uses German and Austrians interchangeably. Germany (the country) did not then exist. 

10: Dr Johnson said, at or around Easter 1775, Sir, Hell is paved with good intentions. (Boswell, Life of Johnson, Oxford 

1904 p. 591). He was echoing a common proverb. Byron uses the phrase again at Don Juan VIII, 25 8, claiming in a note 

that it is from the Portuguese, and elaborates on it in VIII, 26. It occurs in Chapter VII of Scott’s The Bride of Lammermoor 

(1819), and Byron quotes it here, close by a reference to the same novel. 

11: B. writes two entries in this, then gives up and reconceives it as Detached Thoughts. 

12: The first Roman Emperor (63 BC-14 AD). 

13: Lucius Cornelius Sulla [sic] 138-78 BC. His sudden resignation does not bear the moral weight B. gives it. 

14: Johnson, The Vanity of Human Wishes, 134: And power too great to keep, or to resign? 
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and thus despising them all. As to the retention of his power by Augustus, the thing was already 

settled. If he had given it up, the Commonwealth was gone, the republic was long past all 

resuscitation. Had Brutus and Cassius gained the battle of Philippi, it would not have restored the 

republic – its days ended with the Gracchi, the rest was a mere struggle of parties. You might as well 

cure a Consumption, restore a broken egg, as revive a state so long a prey to every uppermost Soldier 

as Rome had long been. 

 As for despotism, if Augustus could have been sure that all his Successors would have been like 

himself (I mean not as Octavius, but Augustus), or Napoleon would have insured the world that none 

of his Successors would have been like himself, the antient or modern World might have gone on like 

the Empire of China – in a state of lethargic prosperity. 

 Suppose, for instance, that, instead of Tiberius and Caligula, Augustus had been immediately 

succeeded by Nerva, Trajan, the Antonines, or even by Titus and his father, what a difference in our 

estimate of himself? So far from gaining by the contrast, I think that one half of our dislike arises 

from his having been heired by Tiberius, and one half of Julius Cæsar’s fame from his having had his 

empire consolidated by Augustus. 

 Suppose that there had been no Octavius, and Tiberius had “jumped the life”15 between, and at 

once succeeded Julius? And yet it is difficult to say whether hereditary right, or popular choice, 

produce the worse Sovereigns. 

 The Roman Consuls make a goodly show, but then they only reigned for a year, and were under a 

sort of personal obligation to distinguish themselves. It is still more difficult to say which form of 

Government is the worst – all are so bad. As for democracy, it is the worst of the whole; for what is 

(in fact) democracy? an Aristocracy of Blackguards.16 

 

ABERDEEN – OLD AND NEW, OR THE AULDTOUN AND NEWTOUN. – For 

several years of my earliest childhood I was in that City, but have never revisited it since I was ten 

years old. I was sent at five years old, or earlier, to a School kept by a Mr. Bowers, who was called 

“Bodsy Bowers” by reason of his dapperness. It was a School for both sexes. I learned little there, 

except to repeat by rote the first lesson of Monosyllables – “God made man, let us love him” – by 

hearing it often repeated, without acquiring a letter. Whenever proof was made of my progress at 

home, I repeated these words with the most rapid fluency; but on turning over a new leaf, I continued 

to repeat them, so that the narrow boundaries of my first year’s accomplishments were detected, my 

ears boxed (which they did not deserve, seeing that it was by ear only that I had acquired my letters), 

and my intellects consigned to a new preceptor. He was a very decent, clever, little Clergyman, named 

Ross, afterwards Minister of one of the Kirks (East I think). Under him I made an astonishing 

progress, and I recollect to this day his mild manners and good-natured pains-taking. 

 The moment I could read, my grand passion was history; and why, I know not, but I was 

particularly taken with the battle near the Lake Regillus in the Roman History,17 put into my hands the 

first. 

 Four years ago, when standing on the heights of Tusculum, and looking down upon the little round 

Lake, that was once Regillus, and which dots the immense expanse below, I remembered my young 

enthusiasm and my old instructor. 

 Afterwards I had a very serious, saturnine, but kind young man, named Paterson, for a Tutor: he 

was the son of my Shoemaker, but a good Scholar, as is common with the Scotch. He was a rigid 

Presbyterian also. With him I began Latin in Ruddiman’s Grammar,18 and continued till I went to the 

“Grammar School” (Scotice “Schule” – Aberdonice “Squeel”), where I threaded all the Classes to the 

fourth, when I was re-called to England (where I had been hatched) by the demise of my Uncle.19 

 I acquired this handwriting, which I can hardly read myself, under the fair copies of Mr. Duncan of 

the same city. I don’t think that he would plume himself upon my progress. However, I wrote much 

                                                           
15: Macbeth, I, vii, 7. 

16: One of several anti-democratic statements by B. He believed in freedom, as long as his class retained control. 

17: Roman victory over the Etruscans, late sixth-early fifth century B.C. 

18: Grammatical Exercises by William Turner, published by Ruddiman in 1753. 

19: In fact his great uncle. 
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better then than I have ever done since. Haste and agitation of one kind or another have quite spoilt as 

pretty a scrawl as ever scratched over a frank.20 

 The Grammar School might consist of a hundred and fifty of all ages under age. It was divided 

into five classes, taught by four masters, the Chief teaching the fifth and fourth himself, as in England 

the fifth, sixth forms, and Monitors are heard by the Head Masters. 

 

Detached Thoughts        Oct 15
th

 1821 
 

I have been thinking over the other day on the various comparisons, good or evil, which I have seen 

published of myself in different journals English and foreign. This was suggested to me by 

accidentally turning over a foreign one lately; for I have made it a rule latterly never to search for 

anything of the kind, but not to avoid the perusal if presented by Chance. 

 To begin then – I have seen myself compared personally or poetically, in English, French, German 

(as interpreted to me), Italian, and Portuguese, within these nine years, to Rousseau – Göethe – Young 

– Aretino – Timon of Athens – “An Alabaster Vase lighted up within” – Satan – Shakespeare – 

Buonaparte – Tiberius – Aeschylus – Sophocles – Euripides – Harlequin – The Clown – Sternhold 

and Hopkins – to the Phantasmagoria – to Henry the 8
th
  – to Chenies – to Mirabeau – to young R. 

Dallas (the Schoolboy) – to Michael Angelo – to Raphael – to a petit maître – to Diogenes – to Childe 

Harold – to Lara – to the Count in Beppo – to Milton – to Pope – to Dryden – to Burns – to Savage – 

to Chatterton – to “oft have I heard of thee my Lord Biron” in Shakespeare – to Churchill the Poet – 

to Kean the Actor – to Alfieri, &c., &c., &c. The likeness to Alfieri was asserted very seriously by an 

Italian, who had known him in his younger days: it of course related merely to our apparent personal 

dispositions. He did not assert it to me (for we were not then good friends), but in society. 

 The Object of so many contradictory comparisons must probably be like something different from 

them all; but what that is, is more than I know, or any body else. 

 My Mother, before I was twenty, would have it that I was like Rousseau, and Madame de Staël 

used to say so too in 1813, and the Edin
h
 Review has something of the sort in its critique on the 4

th
  

Canto of Ch
e
 H

d
. I can’t see any point of resemblance: he wrote prose, I verse: he was of the people, I 

of the Aristocracy: he was a philosopher, I am none: he published his first work at forty, I mine at 

eighteen: his first essay brought him universal applause, mine the contrary: he married his house-

keeper, I could not keep house with my wife: he thought all the world in a plot against him, my little 

world seems to think me in a plot against it, if I may judge by their abuse in print and coterie: he liked 

Botany, I like flowers, and herbs, and trees, but know nothing of their pedigrees: he wrote Music, I 

limit my knowledge of it to what I catch by Ear – I never could learn any thing by study, not even a 

language, it was all by rote and ear and memory: he had a bad memory, I had at least an excellent one 

(ask Hodgson the poet, a good judge, for he has an astonishing one): he wrote with hesitation and 

care, I with rapidity and rarely with pains: he could never ride nor swim “nor was cunning of fence”, I 

am an excellent swimmer, a decent though not at all a dashing rider (having staved in a rib at eighteen 

in the course of scampering), and was sufficient of fence – particularly of the Highland broadsword; 

not a bad boxer when I could keep my temper, which was difficult, but which I strove to do ever since 

I knocked down Mr Purling and put his knee-pan out (with the gloves on) in Angelo’s and Jackson’s 

rooms in 1806 during the sparring; and I was besides a very fair cricketer – one of the Harrow Eleven 

when we play[ed] against Eton in 1805. Besides, Rousseau’s way of life, his country, his manners, his 

whole character, were so very different, that I am at a loss to conceive how such a comparison could 

have arisen, as it has done three several times, and all in rather a remarkable manner. I forgot to say, 

that he was also short-sighted, and that hitherto my eyes have been the contrary to such a degree, that, 

in the largest theatre of Bologna, I distinguished and read some busts and inscriptions painted near the 

stage, from a box so distant, and so darkly lighted, that none of the company (composed of young and 

very bright-eyed people – some of them in the same box) could make out a letter, and thought it was a 

trick, though I had never been in that theatre before. 

 Altogether, I think myself justified in thinking the comparison not well founded. I don’t say this 

out of pique, for Rousseau was a great man, and the thing if true were flattering enough; but I have no 

idea of being pleased with a chimera. 

                                                           
20: A frank on an envelope, for which the recipient had to pay. 
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1. 

When I met old Courtenay, the Orator, at Rogers the poet’s in 1811-1812, I was much taken with 

the portly remains of his fine figure, and the still acute quickness of his conversation. It was he who 

silenced Flood in the English House by a crushing reply to a hasty debut of the rival of Grattan in 

Ireland. I asked Courtenay (for I like to trace motives), if he had not some personal provocation; for 

the acrimony of his answer seemed to me (as I had read it) to involve it. Courtenay said “he had – that 

when in Ireland (being an Irishman) at the bar of the Irish house of Commons that Flood had made a 

personal and unfair attack upon himself, who, not being a member of that house, could not defend 

himself; and that some years afterwards, the opportunity of retort offering in the English Parliament, 

he could not resist it.” He certainly repaid F. with interest, for Flood never made any figure, and only 

a speech or two afterwards in the E. H. of Commons. I must except, however, his speech on Reform 

in 1790, which “Fox called the best he ever heard upon that Subject.” 

 

2. 
When Fox was asked what he thought the best speech he had ever heard, he replied “Sheridan’s on 

the Impeachment of Hastings in the house of Commons” (not that in Westminster Hall). When asked 

what he thought of his own speech on the breaking out of the War? he replied “that was a damned 

good speech too.” – From L
d
 Holland. 

 

3. 

When Sheridan made his famous speech already alluded to, Fox advised him to speak it over again in 

Westminster Hall on the trial, as nothing better could be made of the subject; but Sheridan made his 

new speech as different as possible, and, according to the best Judges, very inferior to the former, 

notwithstanding the laboured panegyric of Burke upon his Colleague. – L
d
 H. 

 

4. 
Burke spoilt his own speaking afterwards by an imitation of Sheridan’s in Westminster Hall: this 

Speech he called always “the grand desideratum, which was neither poetry nor eloquence, but 

something better than both.” 

 

5. 
I have never heard any one who fulfilled my Ideal of an Orator. Grattan would have been near it but 

for his Harlequin delivery. Pitt I never heard. Fox but once, and then he struck me as a debater, which 

to me seems as different from an Orator as an Improvisatore or a versifier from a poet. Grey is great, 

but it is not oratory. Canning is sometimes very like one. Windham I did not admire, though all the 

world did: it seemed such sophistry. Whitbread was the Demosthenes of bad taste and vulgar 

vehemence, but strong and English. Holland is impressive from sense and sincerity. Lord Lansdowne 

good, but still a debater only. Grenville I like vastly, if he would prune his speeches down to an hour’s 

delivery. Burdett is sweet and silvery as Belial himself, and I think the greatest favourite in 

Pandemonium; at least I always heard the Country Gentlemen and the ministerial devilry praise his 

speeches upstairs, and run down from Bellamy’s when he was upon his legs. I heard Bob. Milnes 

make his second speech: it made no impression. I like Ward – studied, but keen, and sometimes 

eloquent. Peel, my School and form-fellow (we sate within two of each other) strange to say I have 

never heard, though I often wished to do so; but, from what I remember of him at Harrow, he is, or 

should be, among the best of them. Now, I do not admire Mr. Wilberforce’s speaking; it is nothing 

but a flow of words – “words, words alone.” 

 I doubt greatly if the English have any eloquence, properly so called, and am inclined to think that 

the Irish had a great deal, and that the French will have, and have had in Mirabeau. Lord Chatham and 

Burke are the nearest approaches to Orators in England. I don’t know what Erskine may have been at 

the bar, but in the house I wish him at the Bar once more. Lauderdale is shrill, and Scotch, and acute. 

Of Brougham I shall say nothing, as I have a personal feeling of dislike to the man. 

 But amongst all these – good, bad, and indifferent – I never heard the speech which was not too 

long for the auditors, and not very intelligible except here and there. The whole thing is a grand 

deception, and as tedious and tiresome as may be to those who must be often present. I heard Sheridan 
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only once, and that briefly; but I liked his voice, his manner, and his wit: he is the only one of them I 

ever wished to hear at greater length. In society I have met him frequently: he was superb! He had a 

sort of liking for me, and never attacked me – at least to my face, and he did every body else – high 

names, and wits, and orators, some of them poets also. I have seen [him] cut up Whitbread, quiz M
e
 

de Staël, annihilate Colman, and do little less by some others (whose names as friends I set not down), 

of good fame and abilities. Poor fellow! he got drunk very thoroughly and very soon. It occasionally 

fell to my lot to convoy him home – no sinecure, for he was so tipsy that I was obliged to put on his 

cock’d hat for him: to be sure it tumbled off again, and I was not myself so sober as to be able to pick 

it up again. 

 

6. 
There was something odd about Sheridan. One day at a dinner he was slightly praising that pert 

pretender and impostor, Lyttelton (The Parliament puppy, still alive, I believe). I took the liberty of 

differing from him: he turned round upon me, and said, “Is that your real opinion?” I confirmed it. 

Then said he, “Fortified by this concurrence, I beg leave to say that it in fact is also my opinion, and 

that he is a person whom I do absolutely and utterly despise, abhor, and detest.” He then launched out 

into a description of his despicable qualities, at some length, and with his usual wit, and evidently in 

earnest (for he hated Lyttelton). His former compliment had been drawn out by some preceding one, 

just as it’s reverse was by my hinting that it was unmerited. 

 

7. 

One day I saw him take up his own “Monody on Garrick.” He lighted upon the dedication to the 

Dowager Lady Spencer: on seeing it he flew into a rage, and exclaimed “that it must be a forgery – 

that he had never dedicated anything of his to such a d—d canting b—h,” &c., &c., &c.; and so went 

on for half an hour abusing his own dedication, or at least the object of it. If all writers were equally 

sincere, it would be ludicrous. 

 

8. 
He told me that, on the night of the grand success of his S[chool] for S[candal], he was knocked 

down and put into the watch house for making a row in the Street, and being found intoxicated by the 

watchmen. 

 

9. 
Latterly, when found drunk one night in the kennel, and asked his Name by the Watchmen, he 

answered “Wilberforce.” 

 The last time I met him was, I think, at Sir Gilbert Elliot’s, where he was as quick as ever. No, it 

was not the last time: the last time was at Douglas K
d’s

. I have met him in all places and parties – at 

Whitehall with the Melbournes, at the Marquis of Tavistock’s, at Robins the Auctioneer’s, at Sir 

Humphrey Davy’s, at Sam Rogers’s, in short, in most kinds of company, and always found him very 

convivial and delightful. 

 

10.  
Sher idan’s  liking for me (whether he was not mystifying me I do not know; but Lady C

e
 L. and 

others told me he said the same both before and after he knew me) was founded upon English Bards 

and S. Reviewers. He told me that he did not care about poetry (or about mine – at least, any but that 

poem of mine), but he was sure, from that and other symptoms, I should make an Orator, if I would 

but take to speaking, and grow a parliament man. He never ceased harping upon this to me, to the last; 

and I remember my old tutor Dr. Drury had the same notion when I was a boy: but it never was my 

turn of inclination to try. I spoke once or twice as all young peers do, as a kind of introduction into 

public life; but dissipation, shyness, haughty and reserved opinions, together with the short time I 

lived in England – after my majority (only about five years in all) – prevented me from resuming the 

experiment. As far as it went, it was not discouraging – particularly my first speech (I spoke three or 

four times in all) ; but just after it my poem of C
e
 H

d
 was published, and nobody ever thought about 

my prose afterwards: nor indeed did I; it became to me a secondary and neglected object, though I 

sometimes wonder to myself if I should have succeeded? 
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11.  

The Impression of Parliament upon me was that it’s members are not formidable as Speakers, but 

very much so as an audience; because in so numerous a body there may be little Eloquence (after all 

there were but two thorough Orators in all Antiquity, and I suspect still fewer in modern times), but 

must be a leaven of thought and good sense sufficient to make them know what is right, though they 

can’t express it nobly. 

 

12. 

Horne  Tooke  and Roscoe both are said to have declared, that they left Parliament with a higher 

opinion of its aggregate integrity and abilities than that with which they had entered it. The general 

amount of both in most parliaments is probably about the same, as also the number of Speakers and 

their talent. I except Orators, of course, because they are things of Ages and not of Septennial or 

triennial reunions. 

 Neither house ever struck me with more awe or respect than the same number of Turks in a Divan, 

or of Methodists in a barn would have done. Whatever diffidence or nervousness I felt (and I felt both 

in a great degree) arose from the number rather than the quality of the assemblage, and the thought 

rather of the public without than the persons within – knowing (as all know) that Cicero himself, and 

probably the Messiah, could never have alter’d the vote of a single Lord of the Bedchamber or 

Bishop. 

 I thought our house dull, but the other animating enough upon great days. 

 

12. [So repeated by Byron.] 

Sheridan dying was requested to undergo “an Operation:” he replied that he had already submitted to 

two, which were enough for one man’s life time. Being asked what they were, he answered, “having 

his hair cut, and sitting for his picture.” 

 

13. 
Whenever an American requests to see me (which is not unfrequently), I comply: 1

stly
, because I 

respect a people who acquired their freedom by firmness without excess; and 2
ndly

, because these 

trans-atlantic visits, “few and far between,” make me feel as if talking with Posterity from the other 

side of the Styx. In a century or two, the new English and Spanish Atlantides will be masters of the 

old Countries in all probability, as Greece and Europe overcame their Mother Asia in the older, or 

earlier ages as they are called. 

 

14. 

Sheridan was one day offered a bet by M. G. Lewis. “I will bet you, Mr. Sheridan, a very large sum: I 

will bet you what you owe me as Manager, for my ‘Castle Spectre.’” “I never make large bets,” said 

Sheridan : “but I will lay you a very small one; I will bet you what it is WORTH!” 
 

15. 

Lewis, though a kind man, hated Sheridan; and we had some words upon that score when in 

Switzerland in 1816. Lewis afterwards sent me the following epigram upon Sheridan from Saint 

Maurice: – 

    “For worst abuse of finest parts 

         Was Misophil begotten; 

    There might indeed be blacker hearts, 

         But none could be more rotten.” 

 

16. 
Lewis at Oatlands was observed one morning to have his eyes red, and his air sentimental: being 

asked why? replied, “that when people said any thing kind to him, it affected him deeply; and just now 

the Duchess has said something so kind to me that …” here “tears began to flow” again. “Never mind, 

Lewis,” said Col. Armstrong to him, “never mind, don’t cry. She could not mean it.” 
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17. 
Lewis was a good man, a clever man, but a bore, a damned bore, one may say. My only revenge or 

consolation used to be, setting him by the ears with some vivacious person who hated Bores, 

especially M
e
 de Stael, or Hobhouse, for example. But I liked Lewis: he was a Jewel of a Man had he 

been better set. I don’t mean personally, but less tiresome; for he was tedious, as well as 

contradictory, to every thing and every body. 

 Being short-sighted, when we used to ride out together near the Brenta in the twilight in Summer, 

he made me go before to pilot him. I am absent at times, especially towards evening; and the 

consequence of this pilotage was some narrow escapes to the Monk on horseback. Once I led him into 

a ditch, over which I had passed, as usual forgetting to warn my Convoy. Once I led him nearly into 

the river, instead of on the moveable bridge which incommodes passengers; and twice did we both 

run against the diligence, which, being heavy and slow, did communicate less damage than it received 

in its leaders, who were terrassé’d by the charge. Thrice did I lose him in the gray of the Gloaming, 

and was obliged to bring to to his distant signals of distance and distress. All the time he went on 

talking without intermission, for he was a man of many words. 

 Poor fellow, he died, a martyr to his new riches, of a second visit to Jamaica – 

 

     I’ll give the lands of Deloraine 

     Dark Musgrave were alive again! 

that is 

     I would give many a Sugar Cane 

     Monk Lewis were alive again! 

 

18. 

Lewis said to me, “Why do you talk Venetian” (such as I could talk, not very fine to be sure) “to the 

Venetians? and not the usual Italian?” I answered, partly from habit, and partly to be understood, if 

possible. “It may be so,” said Lewis, “but it sounds to me like talking with a brogue to an Irishman.” 

 

19. 

Baillie (commonly called Long Baillie, a very clever man, but odd) complained in riding to our friend 

Scrope B. Davies, “that he had a stitch in his side.” “I don’t wonder at it” (said Scrope) “for you ride 

like a tailor.” Whoever had seen B. on horseback, with his very tall figure on a small nag, would not 

deny the justice of the repartee. 

 

20. 
In 1808, Scrope and myself being at Supper at Steevens’s (I think Hobhouse was there too) after the 

Opera, young Goulburne (of the Blues and of the Blueviad) came in full of the praises of his horse, 

Grimaldi, who had just won a race at Newmarket. “Did he win easy?” said Scrope. “Sir,” replied 

Goulburne, “he did not even condescend to puff at coming in.” “No” (said Scrope) “and so you puff 

for him.” 

 

21. 
Captain Wallace, a notorious character of that day, and then intimate with most of the more 

dissipated young men of the day, asked me one night at the Gaming table, where I thought his Soul 

would be found after death? I answered him, “In Silver Hell” (a cant name for a second rate 

Gambling house). 

 

22. 

When the Hon
ble

 J. W. Ward quitted the Whigs, he facetiously demanded, at Sir James Macintosh’s 

table, in the presence of Mad
e
 de Stael, Malthus, and a large and goodly company of all parties and 

countries, “what it would take to re-whig him, as he thought of turning again.” “Before you can be re-

whigged” (said I), “I am afraid you must be re-Warded.” This pun has been attributed to others: they 

are welcome to it; but it was mine notwithstanding, as a numerous company and Ward Himself doth 

know. I believe Luttrel versified it afterwards to put into the M.Chronicle – at least the late Lady 

Melbourne told me so. Ward took it goodhumouredly at the time. 
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23. 

When Sheridan was on his death-bed, Rogers aided him with purse and person: this was particularly 

kind in Rogers, who always spoke ill of Sheridan (to me at least) ; but indeed he does that of every-

body to any body. Rogers is the reverse of the line 

 

    “The best good man with the worst natured Muse,” 

 being 

    “The worst good man with the best natured Muse.” 

 

 His Muse being all Sentiment and Sago and Sugar, while he himself is a venomous talker. I say 

“worst good man” because he is (perhaps) a good man – at least he does good now and then, as well 

he may, to purchase himself a shilling’s worth of Salvation for his Slanders. They are so little too –

small talk, and old Womanny; and he is malignant too, and envious, and – he be damned! 

 

24. 

Curran! Curran’s the Man who struck me most. Such Imagination! There never was any thing like it, 

that ever I saw or heard of. His published life, his published speeches, give you no idea of the Man – 

none at all. He was a Machine of Imagination, as some one said that Piron was an “Epigrammatic 

Machine.” 

 I did not see a great deal of Curran – only in 1813; but I met him at home (for he used to call on 

me), and in society, at Mac’Intosh’s, Holland House, &c., &c., &c., and he was wonderful, even to 

me, who had seen many remarkable men of the time. 

 

25. 
A young American, named Coolidge, called on me not many months ago: he was intelligent, very 

handsome, and not more than twenty years old according to appearances. A little romantic but that sits 

well upon youth, and mighty fond of poesy as may be suspected from his approaching me in my 

cavern. He brought me a message from an old Servant of my family (Joe Murray), and told me that he 

(Mr Coolidge) had obtained a copy of my bust from Thorwal[d]sen at Rome, to send to America. I 

confess I was more flattered by this young enthusiasm of a solitary transatlantic traveller, than if they 

had decreed me a Statue in the Paris Pantheon (I have seen Emperors and demagogues cast down 

from their pedestals even in my own time, and Grattan’s name razed from the Street called after him 

in Dublin) I say that I was more flattered by it, because it was single, un-political, and was without 

motive or ostentation – the pure and warm feeling of a boy for the poet he admired. It must have been 

expensive though. I would not pay the price of a Thorwaldsen bust for any human head and shoulders, 

except Napoleon’s, or my children’s, or some “absurd Womankind’s” as Monkbarns calls them, or 

my Sister’s. If asked, why then I sate for my own – answer, “that it was at the request particular of 

J.C.Hobhouse, Esq.”, and for no one else. A picture is a different matter – every body sits for their 

picture; but a bust looks like putting up pretensions to permanency, and smacks something of a 

hankering for public fame rather than private remembrance. 

 

26. 

One of the cleverest men I ever knew in Conversation was Scrope Beardmore Davies. Hobhouse is 

also very good in that line, though it is of less consequence to a man who has other ways of showing 

his talents than in company. Scrope was always ready, and often witty: Hobhouse as witty, but not 

always so ready, being more diffident. 

 

27. 
A drunken man ran against Hobhouse in the Street. A companion of the Drunkard, not much less so, 

cried out to Hobhouse, “An't you ashamed to run against a drunken man? Couldn’t you see that he 

was drunk” “Damn him” (answered Hobhouse), “isn’t he ashamed to run against me? Couldn’t he see 

that I was sober?” 

 

28. 
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When Brummell was obliged (by that affair of poor Meyler, who thence acquired the name of “Dick 

the Dandy-killer” – it was about money and debt and all that) to retire to France, he knew no French; 

and having obtained a Grammar for the purposes of Study, our friend Scrope Davies was asked what 

progress Brummell had made in French, to which he responded, “that B. had been stopped like 

Buonaparte in Russia by the Elements.”” I have put this pun into “Beppo,” which is “a fair exchange 

and no robbery;” for Scrope made his fortune at several dinners (as he owned himself), by repeating 

occasionally as his own some of the buffooneries with which I had encountered him in the Morning. 

 

29. 

I liked the Dandies; they were always very civil to me, though in general they disliked literary 

people, and persecuted and mystified M
e
 de Staël, Lewis, Horace Twiss, and the like, damnably. They 

persuaded M
e
 de Staël that Alvanley had a hundred thousand a year, &c., &c., till she praised him to 

his face for his beauty! and made a set at him for Albertine (Libertine, as Brummell baptized her, 

though the poor Girl was and is as correct as maid or wife can be, and very amiable withal), and a 

hundred fooleries besides. 

 The truth is, that, though I gave up the business early, I had a tinge of Dandyism in my minority, 

and probably retained enough of it, to conciliate the great ones; at four and twenty, I had gamed, and 

drank, and taken my degrees in most dissipations; and having no pedantry, and not being overbearing, 

we ran quietly together. I knew them all more or less, and they made me a Member of Watier’s (a 

superb Club at that time), being, I take it, the only literary man (except two others, both men of the 

world, M. and S.) in it. 

 Our Masquerade was a grand one; so was the Dandy Ball, too, at the Argyle, but that (the latter) 

was given by the four Chiefs, B., M., A., and P., if I err not. 

 

30. 
I was a Member of the Alfred too, being elected while in Greece. It was pleasant-a little too sober and 

literary, and bored with Sotheby and Sir Francis D’Ivernois! but one met Peel, and Ward, and 

Valentia, and many other pleasant or known people; and was upon the whole a decent resource on a 

rainy day, in a dearth of parties, or parliament, or an empty season. 

 

31. 

I belonged, or belong, to the following Clubs or Societies: – to the Alfred, to the Cocoa tree, to 

Watier’s, to the Union, to Racket’s (at Brighton), to the Pugilistic, to the Owls or “Fly by Night,” to 

the Cambridge Whig Club, to the Harrow Club, Cambridge, and to one or two private Clubs, to the 

Hampden political Club, and to the Italian Carbonari, &c., &c., &c., “though last not least.” I got 

into all these, and never stood for any other – at least to my own knowledge. I declined being 

proposed to several others; though pressed to stand Candidate. 

 

32. 

If the papers lie not (which they generally do), Demetrius Zograffo of Athens is at the head of the 

Athenian part of the present Greek Insurrection. He was my Servant in 1809, 1810, 1811, 1812, at 

different intervals in those years (for I left him in Greece when I went to Constantinople), and 

accompanied me to England in 1811. He returned to Greece, Spring i8iz. He was a clever, but not 

apparently an enterprizing, man; but Circumstances make men. His two sons (then infants) were 

named Miltiades and Alcibiades. May the Omen be happy! 

 

33. 
I have a notion that Gamblers are as happy as most people, being always excited. Women, wine, fame, 

the table, even Ambition, sate now and then; but every turn of the card, and cast of the dice, keeps the 

Gamester alive: besides one can Game ten times longer than one can do any thing else. 

 I was very fond of it when young, that is to say, of “Hazard”; for I hate all Card Games, even Faro. 

When Macco (or whatever they spell it) was introduced, I gave up the whole thing; for I loved and 

missed the rattle and dash of the box and dice, and the glorious uncertainty, not only of good luck or 

bad luck, but of any luck at all, as one had sometimes to throw often to decide at all. 
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 I have thrown as many as fourteen mains running, and carried off all the cash upon the table 

occasionally; but I had no coolness or judgement or calculation. It was the delight of the thing that 

pleased me. Upon the whole, I left off in time without being much a winner or loser. Since one and 

twenty years of age, I played but little, and then never above a hundred or two, or three. 

 

34. 
As far as Fame goes (that is to say living Fame) I have had my share – perhaps, indeed certainly more 

than my deserts. Some odd instances have occurred to my own experience of the wild and strange 

places, to which a name may penetrate, and where it may impress. Two years ago (almost three, being 

in August or July i8rq), I received at Ravenna a letter in English verse from Drontheim in Norway, 

written by a Norwegian, and full of the usual compliments, &c., &c. It is still somewhere amongst my 

papers. In the same month, I received an invitation into Holstein from a Mr. Jacobsen (I think), of 

Hamburgh; also (by the same medium), a translation of Medora’s song in the “Corsair” by a 

Westphalian Baroness (not “Thunderton-tronck”), with some original verses of hers (very pretty and 

Klopstock-ish), and a prose translation annexed to them, on the subject of my wife. As they concerned 

her more than me, I sent them to her together with Mr. J.’s letter. It was odd enough to receive an 

invitation to pass the summer in Holstein, while in Italy, from people I never knew. The letter was 

addressed to Venice. Mr. J. talked to me of the “wild roses growing in the Holstein summer:” why 

then did the Cimbri and Teutones emigrate? 

 What a strange thing is life and man! Were I to present myself at the door of the house, where my 

daughter now is, the door would be shut in my face, unless (as is not impossible) I knocked down the 

porter; and if I had gone in that year (and perhaps now) to Drontheim (the furthest town in Norway), 

or into Holstein, I should have been received with open arms into the mansions of Stranger and 

foreigners, attached to me by no tie but that of mind and rumour. 

 As far as Fame goes, I have had my share: it has indeed been leavened by other human 

contingencies, and this in a greater degree than has occurred to most literary men of a decent rank in 

life; but on the whole I take it that such equipoise is the condition of humanity. 

 I doubt sometimes whether, after all, a quiet and unagitated life would have suited me: yet I 

sometimes long for it. My earliest dreams (as most boys’ dreams are) were martial; but a little later 

they were all for love and retirement, till the hopeless attachment to M.C. [Mary Chaworth] began, 

and continued (though sedulously concealed) very early in my teens; and so upwards for a time. This 

threw me out again “alone on a wide, wide sea”. 

 In the year 1804, I recollect meeting my Sister at General Harcourt’s in Portland Place. I was then 

one thing, and as she had always till then found me. When we met again in 1805 (she told me since), 

that my temper and disposition were so completely altered, that I was hardly to be recognized. I was 

not then sensible of the change, but I can believe it, and account for it. 

 

35. 
A private play being got up at Cambridge, a Mr. Tulk, greatly to the inconvenience of Actors and 

audience, declined his part on a sudden, so that it was necessary to make an apology to the Company. 

In doing this, Hobhouse (indignant like all the rest at this inopportune caprice of the Seceder) stated to 

the audience “that in consequence of a Mr. Tulk having unexpectedly thrown up his part, they must 

request their indulgence, &c., &c.” Next day, the furious Tulk demanded of Hobhouse, “did you, Sir, 

or did you not use that expression?” “Sir” (said Hobhouse), “I did or did not use that expression.” 

“Perhaps” (said Scrope Davies, who was present), “you object to the indefinite article, and prefer 

being entitled the Mr. Tulk?” The Tulk eyed Scrope indignantly; but aware, probably, that the said 

Scrope, besides being a profane Jester, had the misfortune to be a very good shot, and had already 

fought two or three duels, he retired without further objections to either article, except a conditional 

menace if he should ascertain that an intention, &c., &c., &c. 

 

36. 

I have been called in as Mediator or Second at least twenty times in violent quarrels, and have always 

contrived to settle the business without compromising the honour of the parties, or leading them to 

mortal consequences; and this too sometimes in very difficult and delicate circumstances. and having 

to deal with very hot and haughty Spirits – Irishmen, Gamesters, Guardsmen, Captains and Cornets of 
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horse, and the like. This was of course in my youth, when I lived in hot-headed company. I have had 

to carry challenges from Gentlemen to Noblemen, from Captains to Captains, from lawyers to 

Counsellors, and once from a Clergyman to an officer in the Lifeguards. It may seem strange, but I 

found the latter by far the most difficult  

 

     . . . to compose 

   The bloody duel without blows. 

 

 The business being about a woman. I must add too that I never saw a woman behave so ill, like a 

cold-blooded heartless whore as she was; but very handsome for all that. A certain Susan C. was she 

called. I never saw her but once, and that was to induce her but to say two words (which in no degree 

compromised herself), and which would have had the effect of saving a priest or a Lieutenant of 

Cavalry. She would not say them, and neither N. or myself (the Son of Sir E.N. and a friend of one of 

the parties) could prevail upon her to say them, though both of us used to deal in some sort with 

Womankind. At last I managed to quiet the combatants without her talisman, and, I believe, to her 

great disappointment. She was the d—st bitch that I ever saw, and I have seen a great many. Though 

my Clergyman was sure to lose either his life or his living, he was as warlike as the Bishop of 

Beauvais, and would hardly be pacified: but then he was in love, and that is a martial passion. 

 

37. 

[Scrawled out by Byron] 

 

38. 
Somebody asked Schlegel (the Dousterswivel of Madame de Stael) “whether he did not think 

Canova a great Sculptor?” “Ah!” replied the modest Prussian, “did you ever see my bust by 

Tiecke?” 

 

39. 
At Venice, in the year 1817, an order came from Vienna for the Archbishop to go in State to Saint 

Mark’s in his Carriage and four horses, which is much the same as commanding the Lord Mayor of 

London to proceed through Temple Bar in his Barge. 

 

40. 
When I met Hudson Lowe, the Jailor, at Lord Holland’s, before he sailed for Saint Helena, the 

discourse turned on the battle of Waterloo. I asked him whether the dispositions of Napoleon were 

those of a great General: he answered disparageingly, “that they were very simple.” I had always 

thought that a degree of Simplicity was an ingredient of Greatness. 

 

41. 
I was much struck with the simplicity of Grattan’s manners in private life: they were odd, but they 

were natural. Curran used to take him off bowing to the very ground, and “thanking God that he had 

no peculiarities of gesture or appearance,” in a way irresistibly ludicrous. And Rogers used to call him 

“a Sentimental Harlequin;” but Rogers back-bites every body; and Curran, who used to quiz his great 

friend Godwin to his very face, would hardly respect a fair mark of mimicry in another. To be sure, 

Curran was admirable! To hear his description of the examination of an Irish witness, was next to 

hearing his own speeches: the latter I never heard, but I have the former. 

 

42. 
I have heard that, when Grattan made his first speech in the English Commons, it was for some 

minutes doubtful whether to laugh at or cheer him. The debut of his predecessor, Flood, had been a 

complete failure, under nearly similar circumstances. But when the ministerial part of our Senators 

had watched Pitt (their thermometer) for their cue, and saw him nod repeatedly his stately nod of 

approbation, they took the hint from their huntsman, and broke out into the most rapturous cheers. 

Grattan’s speech indeed deserved them: it was a chef d’œuvre. I did not hear that speech of his 
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(being then at Harrow), but heard most of his others on the same question; also that on the war of 

1815. I differed from his opinion on the latter question, but coincided in the general admiration of his 

eloquence. 

 

43. 
At the Opposition Meeting of the peers in 1812 at Lord Grenville’s, when L

d
 Grey and he read to us 

the correspondence upon Moira’s negociation, I sate next to the present Duke of Grafton. When it was 

over, I turned to him, and said, “What is to be done next ?” “Wake the Duke of Norfolk” (who was 

snoring away near us) replied he, “I don’t think the Negociators have left anything else for us to do 

this turn.” 

 

44. 

In the debate, or rather discussion, afterwards in the House of Lords upon that very question, I sate 

immediately behind Lord Moira, who was extremely annoyed at G.’s speech upon the subject, and 

while G. was speaking, turned round to me repeatedly, and asked me whether I agreed with him? It 

was an awkward question to me who had not heard both sides. Moira kept repeating to me, “it was 

not so, it was so and so, &c.” I did not know very well what to think, but I sympathized with the 

acuteness of his feelings upon the subject. 

 

45. 
Lord Eldon affects an Imitation of two very different Chancellors, Thurlow and Loughborough, and 

can indulge in an oath now and then. On one of the debates on the Catholic question, when we were 

either equal or within one (I forget which), I had been sent for in great haste to a Ball, which I quitted, 

I confess, somewhat reluctantly, to emancipate five Millions of people. I came in late, and did not go 

immediately into the body of the house, but stood just behind the Woolsack. Eldon turned round, and, 

catching my eye, immediately said to a peer (who had come to him for a few minutes on the 

Woolsack, as is the custom of his friends), “Damn them! they’ll have it now, by G–d! The vote that is 

just come in will give it them.” 

 

46. 
When I came of age, some delays on account of some birth and marriage certificates from Cornwall 

occasioned me not to take my seat for several weeks. When these were over, and I had taken the 

Oaths, the Chancellor apologized to me for the delay, observing “that these forms were a part of his 

duty.” I begged of him to make no apology, and added (as he certainly had shown no violent hurry) 

“Your Lordship was exactly like ‘Tom Thumb’ (which was then being acted), You did your duty, and 

you did no more.” 

 

47. 
In a certain Capital abroad, the Minister’s Secretary (the Minister being then absent) was piqued that I 

did not call upon him. When I was going away, Mr. W., an acquaintance of mine, applied to him for 

my passport, which was sent, but at the same time accompanied by a formal note from the Secretary 

stating “that at Mr. W.’s request he had granted, &c.,” and in such a manner as appeared to hint that it 

was only to oblige Mr. W. that he had given me that which in fact he had no right to refuse to Any-

body. I wrote to him the following answer: – “Lord B. presents his Compliments to L., and is 

extremely obliged to Mr. W. for the passport.” 

 

48. 
There was a Madman of the name of Battersby, that frequented Steevens’s and the Prince of Wales’s 

Coffeehouses, about the time when I was leading a loose life about town, before I was of age. One 

night he came up to some hapless Stranger, whose coat was not to his liking, and said, “Pray, Sir, did 

the tailor cut your coat in that fashion, or the rats gnaw it?” 

 

49. 

The following is (I believe) better known. A beau (dandies were not then christened) came into the P. 

of W.’s, and exclaimed, “Waiter, bring me a glass of Madeira Negus with a Jelly, and rub my plate 
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with a Chalotte.” This in a very soft tone of voice. A Lieutenant of the Navy, who sate in the next box, 

immediately roared out the following rough parody: “Waiter, bring me a glass of d—d stiff Grog, and 

rub my a—e with a brick-bat.” 

 

50. 
Sotheby is a good man, rhymes well (if not wisely), but is a bore. He seizes you by the button. One 

night of a route at Mrs. Hope’s, he had fastened upon me (something about Agamemnon, or Orestes, 

or some of his plays), notwithstanding my symptoms of manifest distress (for I was in love, and had 

just nicked a minute, when neither mothers, nor husbands, nor rivals, nor gossips, were near my then 

idol, who was beautiful as the Statues of the Gallery where we stood at the time) – Sotheby I say had 

seized upon me by the button and the heart-strings, and spared neither. W. Spencer, who likes fun, 

and don’t dislike mischief, saw my case, and coming up to us both, took me by the hand, and 

pathetically bade me farewell: “for,” said he, “I see it is all over with you.” Sotheby then went away. 

“Sic me servavit Apollo.” 

 

51. 

It is singular how soon we lose the impression of what ceases to be constantly before us. A year 

impairs, a lustre obliterates. There is little distinct left without an effort of memory: then indeed the 

lights are rekindled for a moment; but who can be sure that Imagination is not the torch-bearer? Let 

any man try at the end of ten years to bring before him the features, or the mind, or the sayings, or the 

habits, of his best friend, or his greatest man (I mean his favourite – his Buonaparte, his this, that or 

t’other), and he will he surprized at the extreme confusion of his ideas. I speak confidently on this 

point, having always past for one who had a good, aye, an excellent memory. I except indeed our 

recollections of Womankind: there is no forgetting them (and be d—d to them) any more than any 

other remarkable Era, such as “the revolution,” or “the plague,” or “the Invasion,” or “the Comet,” or 

“the War” of such and such an Epoch-being the favourite dates of Mankind, who have so many 

blessings in their lot, that they never make their Calendars from them, being too common. For 

instance, you see “the great drought,” “the Thames frozen over,” “the Seven years war broke out,” the 

E. or F. or S. “Revolution commenced,” “The Lisbon Earthquake,” “the Lima Earthquake,” “The 

Earthquake of Calabria,” the “Plague of London,” “Ditto of Constantinople,” “the Sweating 

Sickness,” “The Yellow fever of Philadelphia,” &c., &c., &c.; but you don’t see “the abundant 

harvest,” “the fine Summer,” “the long peace,” “the wealthy speculation,” the “wreckless voyage,” 

recorded so emphatically? By the way, there has been a thirty years war, and a Seventy years war: 

was there ever a Seventy or a thirty years Peace? Or was there ever even a day’s Universal peace, 

except perhaps in China, where they have found out the miserable happiness of a stationary and 

unwarlike mediocrity? And is all this, because Nature is niggard or savage? or Mankind ungrateful? 

Let philosophers decide. I am none. 

 

52.  

In the year 1814, as Moore and I were going to dine with Lord Grey in P. Square, I pulled out a “Java 

Gazette” (which Murray had sent to me), in which there was a controversy on our respective merits as 

poets. It was amusing enough that we should be proceeding peaceably to the same table, while they 

were squabbling about us in the Indian Seas (to be sure, the paper was dated six months before), and 

filling columns with Batavian Criticism. But this is fame, I presume. 

 

53. 

In general, I do not draw well with literary men: not that I dislike them, but I never know what to say 

to them after I have praised their last publication. There are several exceptions, to be sure; but then 

they have either been men of the world, such as Scott, and Moore, &c., or visionaries out of it, such as 

Shelley, &c.: but your literary every day man and I never went well in company – especially your 

foreigner, whom I never could abide. Except Giordani, and-and-and-(I really can’t name any other). I 

do not remember a man amongst them, whom I ever wished to see twice, except perhaps 

Mezzophanti, who is a Monster of Languages, the Briareus of parts of Speech, a walking Polyglott 

and more, who ought to have existed at the time of the tower of Babel as universal Interpreter. He is 

indeed a Marvel-unassuming also: I tried him in all the tongues of which I knew a single oath (or 
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adjuration to the Gods against Postboys, Lawyers, Tartars, boatmen, Sailors, pilots, Gondoliers, 

Muleteers, Camel-drivers, Vetturini, Postmasters, post-horses, posthouses, post-everything), and 

Egad! he astounded me even to my English. 

 

54. 
Three Swedes came to Bologna, knowing no tongue but Swedish. The inhabitants in despair 

presented them to Mezzophanti. Mezzophanti (though a great Linguist) knew no more Swedish than 

the Inhabitants. But in two days, by dint of dictionary, he talked with them fluently and freely, so that 

they were astonished, and every body else, at his acquisition of another tongue in forty eight hours. I 

had this anecdote first from M
e
 Albrizzi, and afterwards confirmed by himself – and he is not a 

boaster. 

 

55. 
I somet imes wish that I had studied languages with more attention: those which I know, even the 

classical (Greek and Latin, in the usual proportion of a sixth form boy), and a smattering of modern 

Greek, the Armenian and Arabic Alphabets, a few Turkish and Albanian phrases, oaths, or requests, 

Italian tolerably, Spanish less than tolerably, French to read with ease but speak with difficulty or 

rather not at all – all have been acquired by ear or eye, and never by anything like Study. Like “Edie 

Ochiltree,” “I never dowed to bide a hard turn o’wark in my life.” 

 To be sure, I set in zealously for the Armenian and Arabic, but I fell in love with some absurd 

womankind both times, before I had overcome the Characters; and at Malta and Venice left the 

profitable Orientalists for – for – (no matter what), notwithstanding that my master, the Padre 

Pasquale Aucher (for whom, by the way, I compiled the major part of two Armenian and English 

Grammars), assured me “that the terrestrial Paradise had been certainly in Armenia.” I went 

seeking it – God knows where – did I find it? Umph! Now and then, for a minute or two. 

56. 

Of Actors, Cooke was the most natural, Kemble the most supernatural, Kean a medium between 

the two, but Mrs. Siddons worth them all put together, of those whom I remember to have seen in 

England. 

57. 

I have seen Sheridan weep two or three times: it may be that he was maudlin; but this only renders 

it more impressive, for who would see 

 

  “From Marlborough’s eyes the tears of dotage flow, 

  And Swift expire a driveller and a show?” 

 

Once I saw him cry at Robins’s, the Auctioneer’s, after a splendid dinner full of great names and 

high Spirits. I had the honour of sitting next to Sheridan. The occasion of his tears was some 

observation or other upon the subject of the sturdiness of the Whigs in resisting Office, and keeping 

to their principles. Sheridan turned round – sir, it is easy for my Lord G., or Earl G., or Marquis B., 

Or L
d
 H., with thousands upon thousands a year – some of it either presently derived or inherited 

in Sinecures or acquisitions from the public money – to boast of their patriotism, and keep aloof 

from temptation; but they do not know from what temptations those have kept aloof, who had equal 

pride, at least equal talents, and not unequal passions, and nevertheless knew not in the course of 

their lives what it was to have a shilling of their own.” And in saying this he wept. 

 

58. 

I have more than once heard Sheridan say, that he never “had a shilling of his own:” to be sure, he 

contrived to extract a good many of other people’s. 

 In 1815, I had occasion to visit my Lawyer in Chancery Lane: he was with Sheridan. After 

mutual greetings, &c., Sheridan retired first. Before recurring to my own business, I could not help 

enquiring that of S. “Oh” (replied the Attorneo), “the usual thing – to stave off an action from his 
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Wine-Merchant, my Client.” “Well” (said I) “and what do you mean to do ?” “Nothing at all for the 

present,” said he: “would you have us proceed against old Sherry? What would be the use of it?” 

And here he began laughing, and going over Sheridan’s good gifts of Conversation. Now, from 

personal experience, I can vouch that my Attorneo is by no means the tenderest of men, or 

particularly accessible to any kind of impression out of the Statute or record. And yet Sheridan, in half 

an hour, had found the way to soften and seduce him in such a manner, that I almost think he would 

have thrown his Client (an honest man with all the laws and some justice on his side) out of the 

window, had he come in at the moment. Such was Sheridan ! He could soften an Attorney! There has 

been nothing like it since the days of Orpheus. 

 

59. 

W he n  the Bailiff (for I have seen most kinds of life) came upon me in 1815, to seize my chattels 

(being a peer of parliament my person was beyond him), being curious (as is my habit), I first asked 

him “what Extents elsewhere he had for Government?” upon which he showed me one upon one 

house only for seventy thousand pounds! Next I asked him, if he had nothing for Sheridan ? “Oh, 

Sheridan,” said he: “aye, I have this” (pulling out a pocket-book, &c.). “But, my L., I have been in 

Mr. Sheridan’s house a twelve-month at a time: a civil gentleman – knows how to deal with us, &c., 

&c., &c.” Our own business was then discussed, which was none of the easiest for me at that time. 

But the Man was civil, and, (what I valued more), communicative. I had met many of his brethren 

years before in affairs of my friends (Commoners, that is), but this was the first (or second) on my 

own account. A civil Man, feed accordingly: probably he anticipated as much. 

 

60. 

No man would live his life over again, is an old and true saying, which all can resolve for themselves. 

At the same time, there are probably moments in most men’s lives, which they would live over the 

rest of life to regain? Else, why do we live at all ? Because Hope recurs to Memory, both false; but-

but – but – but – and this but drags on till – What? I do not know, and who does? “He that died o’ 

Wednesday.” By the way, there is a poor devil to be shot tomorrow here (Ravenna) for murder. He 

hath eaten half a Turkey for his dinner, besides fruit and pudding; and he refuses to confess! Shall I go 

to see him exhale? No. And why? Because it is to take place at Nine. Now, could I save him, or a fly 

even from the same catastrophe, I would out-match years; but as I cannot, I will not get up earlier to 

see another man shot, than I would to run the same risk in person. Besides, I have seen more men than 

one die that death (and other deaths) before to-day. 

 It is not cruelty which actuates mankind, but excitement, on such occasions; at least, I suppose so. 

It is detestable to take life in that way, unless it be to preserve two lives. 

61. 

O l d  Edgeworth, the fourth or fifth Mrs. Edgeworth, and the Miss Edgeworth were in London, 1813 

–  Miss Edgeworth liked, Mrs. Edgeworth not disliked, old Edgeworth a bore – the worst of bores – a 

boisterous Bore. I met their in society once at a breakfast of Sir H. D.’s. Old Edgeworth came in 

late, boasting that he had given “Dr. Parr a dressing the night before” (no such easy matter by the 

way). I thought her pleasant. They all abused Anna Seward’s memory. 

 

62. 

When on the road, they heard of her brother’s, and his Son’s, death. What was to be done? Their 

London Apparel was all ordered and made! So they sunk his death for the six weeks of their 

Sojourn, and went into mourning on their way back to Ireland. Fact! 

 

63. 

While the Colony were in London, there was a book, with a Subscription for the “recall of Mrs. 

Siddons to the Stage,” going about for signatures. Moore moved for a similar subscription for the 

“recall of Mr. Edgeworth to Ireland!” 
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64. 

Sir Humphrey Davy told me, that the Scene of the French Valet and Irish postboy in “Ennui” was 

taken from his verbal description to the Edgeworths in Edgeworthtown of a similar fact on the road 

occurring to himself. So much the better – being life. 

 

65. 
When I was fifteen years of age, it happened that in a Cavern in Derbyshire I had to cross in a boat (in 

which two people only could lie down) a stream which flows under a rock, with the rock so close 

upon the water, as to admit the boat only to be pushed on by a ferry-man (a sort of Charon), who 

wades at the stern stooping all the time. The Companion of my transit was M. A. C[haworth], with 

whom I had been long in love, and never told it, though she had discovered it without. I recollect my 

sensations, but cannot describe them – and it is as well. 

 We were a party – a Mr. W., two Miss W.’s, Mr and Mrs Cl-ke, Miss M., and my M.A.C. Alas! 

why do I say My? Our Union would have healed feuds, in which blood had been shed by our fathers; 

it would have joined lands, broad and rich; it would have joined at least one heart, and two persons 

not ill-matched in years (she is two years my elder); and – and – and what has been the result? She has 

married a man older than herself, been wretched, and separated. I have married, and am separated: 

and yet We are not united. 

 

66. 
One of my notions, different from those of my contemporaries, is, that the present is not a high age of 

English Poetry: there are more poets (soi-disant) than ever there were, and proportionally less poetry. 

 This thesis I have maintained for some years, but, strange, to say, it meeteth not with favour from 

my brethren of the Shell. Even Moore shakes his head, and firmly believes that it is the grand Era of 

British Poesy. 

 

67. 

When I belonged to the D[rury]. L[ane]. Committee, and was one of the S. C. of Management, the 

number of plays upon the shelves were about five hundred. Conceiving that amongst these there must 

be some of merit, in person and by proxy I caused an investigation. I do not think that, of those which 

I saw, there was one which could be conscientiously tolerated. There never were such things as most 

of them. 

 Mathurin was very kindly recommended to me by Walter Scott, to whom I had recourse; firstly, in 

the hope that he would do something for us himself; and secondly, in my despair, that he would point 

out to us any young (or old) writer of promise . Mathurin sent his Bertram, and a letter without his 

address, so that at first I could give him no answer. When I at last hit upon his residence, I sent him a 

favourable answer, and something more substantial. His play succeeded, but I was at that time absent 

from England. 

 I tried Coleridge, too; but he had nothing feasible in hand at the time . Mr. Sotheby obligingly 

offered all his tragedies, and I pledged myself; and, notwithstanding many squabbles from my 

Committed Brethren, did get “Ivan” accepted, read, and the parts distributed. But lo! In the very heart 

of the matter, upon some tepid-ness on the part of Kean, or warmth on that of the Authour, Sotheby 

withdrew his play. 

 Sir J.B.Burgess did also present four tragedies and a farce, and I moved Green-room and 

S.Committee; but they would not. 

 Then the Scenes I had to go through! The authors, and the authoresses, the Milliners, the wild 

Irishmen, the people from Brighton, from Blackwall, from Chatham, from Cheltenham, from Dublin, 

from Dundee, who came in upon me! To all of whom it was proper to give a civil answer, and a 

hearing, and a reading. Mrs Glover’s father, an Irish dancing-Master of Sixty years, called upon me to 

request to play “Archer”, drest in silk stockings on a frosty morning to show his legs (which were 

certainly good and Irish for his age, and had been still better). Miss Emma Somebody, with a play 

entitled the “Bandit of Bohemia”, or some such title or production. Mr O’Higgins, then resident at 

Richmond, with an Irish tragedy, in which the unities could not fail to be observed, for the protagonist 

was chained by the leg to a pillar during the chief part of the performance. He was a wild man, of a 
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salvage appearance; and the difficulty of not laughing at him was only to be got over by reflecting 

upon the probable consequences of such cachinnation. 

 As I am really a civil and polite person and do hate giving pain, when it can be avoided, I sent 

them up to Douglas Kinnaird, who is a man of business, and sufficiently ready with a negative, and 

left them to settle with him. And, as at the beginning of next year, I went abroad, I have since been 

little aware of the progress of the theatres. 

 

68. 
Players are said to be an impracticable people. They are so. But I managed to steer clear of any 

disputes with them, and, excepting one debate with the Elder Byrne about Miss Smith’s Pas de 

(Something – I forget the technicals), I do not remember any litigation of my own. I used to protect 

Miss Smith, because she was like Lady Jane Harley in the face; and likenesses go a great way with 

me. Indeed, in general, I left such things to my more bustling colleagues, who used to reprove me 

seriously for not being able to take such things in hand without buffooning with the Histrions, and 

throwing things into confusion by treating light matters with levity. 

 

69. 
Then the Committee! – then the Sub-Committee! We were but few, and never agreed! There was 

Peter Moore who contradicted Kinnaird, and Kinnaird who contradicted everybody: then our two 

managers, Rae and Dibdin, and our Secretary, Ward! And yet we were all very zealous and in earnest 

to do good, and so forth. Hobhouse furnished us with prologues to our revived Old English plays, but 

was not pleased with me for complimenting him as “the Upton” of our theatre (Mr. Upton is or was 

the poet who writes the songs for Astley’s), and almost gave up prologuizing in consequence. 

 

70. 
In the Pantomime of 1815-16, there was a Representation of the Masquerade of 1814, given by “us 

Youth” of Watier’s Club to Wellington and Co. Douglas Kinnaird, and one or two others with myself, 

put on Masques, and went on the Stage amongst the “οί πολλοίo,” to see the effect of a theatre from 

the Stage. It is very grand. Douglas danced among the figuranti, too; and they were puzzled to find out 

who we were, as being more than their number. It was odd enough that D. K. and I should have been 

both at the real Masquerade, and afterwards in the Mimic one of the same on the stage of D. L. 

Theatre. 

 

71. 

When I was a youth, I was reckoned a good actor. Besides “Harrow Speeches” (in which I shone) I 

enacted “Penruddock” in the “Wheel of Fortune,” and “Tristram Fickle” in Allingham’s farce of “the 

Weathercock,” for three nights (the duration of our compact), in some private theatricals at Southwell 

in 1806, with great applause. The occasional prologue for our volunteer play was also of my 

composition. The other performers were young ladies and gentlemen of the neighbourhood; and the 

whole went off with great effect upon our goodnatured audience. 

 

72. 
When I first went up to College, it was a new and a heavy hearted scene for me. Firstly, I so much 

disliked leaving Harrow, that, though it was time (I being seventeen), it broke my very rest for the last 

quarter with counting the days that remained. I always hated Harrow till the last year and half, but 

then I liked it. Secondly, I wished to go to Oxford and not to Cambridge. Thirdly, I was so completely 

alone in this new world, that it half broke my Spirits. My companions were not unsocial, but the 

contrary – lively, hospitable, of rank, and fortune, and gay far beyond my gaiety. I mingled with, and 

dined and supped, &c., with them; but, I know not how, it was one of the deadliest and heaviest 

feelings of my life to feel that I was no longer a boy. From that moment I began to grow old in my 

own esteem; and in my esteem age is not estimable. I took my gradations in the vices with great 

promptitude, but they were not to my taste; for my early passions, though violent in the extreme, were 

concentrated, and hated division or spreading abroad. I could have left or lost the world with or for 

that which I loved; but, though my temperament was naturally burning, I could not share in the 

common place libertinism of the place and time without disgust. And yet this very disgust, and my 
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heart thrown back upon itself, threw me into excesses perhaps more fatal than those from which I 

shrunk, as fixing upon one (at a time) the passions, which, spread amongst many, would have hurt 

only myself. 

 

73. 
People have wondered at the Melancholy which runs through my writings. Others have wondered at 

my personal gaiety; but I recollect once, after an hour, in which I had been sincerely and particularly 

gay, and rather brilliant, in company, my wife replying to me when I said (upon her remarking my 

high spirits) “and yet, Bell, I have been called the mis-called Melancholy – you must have seen how 

falsely, frequently”. “No, B.,” (she answered) “it is not so: at heart you are the most melancholy of 

mankind, and often when apparently gayest.” 

 

74. 
If I could explain at length the real causes which have contributed to increase this perhaps natural 

temperament of mine, this Melancholy which hath made me a bye-word, nobody would wonder; but 

this is impossible without doing much mischief. I do not know what other men’s lives have been, but I 

cannot conceive anything more strange than some of the earlier parts of mine. I have written my 

memoirs but, omitted all the really consequential and important parts, from deference to the dead, to 

the living, and to those who must be both. 

 

75. 

I sometimes think that I should have written the whole as a lesson, but it might have proved a lesson 

to be learnt rather than avoided; for passion is a whirlpool, which is not to be viewed nearly without 

attraction from its Vortex. 

 

76. 

I must not go on with these reflections, or I shall be letting out some secret or other to paralyze 

posterity. 

 

77. 
One night, Scrope Davies at a gaming house (before I was of age), being tipsy as he usually was at the 

Midnight hour, and having lost monies, was in vain intreated by his friends, one degree less 

intoxicated than himself, to come or go home. In despair, he was left to himself, and to the demons of 

the dice-box. Next day, being visited, about two of the Clock, by some friends just risen with a severe 

headache and empty pockets (who had left him losing at four or five in the morning), he was found in 

a sound sleep, without a night-cap, and not particularly encumbered with bed-cloathes: a Chamber-pot 

stood by his bed-side, brimfull of — Bank Notes! all won, God knows how, and crammed, Scrope 

knew not where; but there they were, all good legitimate notes, and to the amount of some thousand 

pounds. 

 

78. 

At Brighthelmstone (I love orthography at length), in the year 1808, Hobhouse, Scrope Davies, Major 

Cooper, and myself, having dined together with Lord Delvin, Count (I forget the french Emigrant 

nomenclature) and others, did about the middle of the night (we four) proceed to a house of 

Gambling, being then amongst us possest of about twenty guineas of ready cash, with which we had 

to maintain as many of your whorson horses and servants, besides house-hold and whore-hold 

expenditure. We had, I say, twenty guineas or so, and we lost them, returning home in bad humour. 

Cooper went home. Scrope and Hobhouse and I (it being high Summer), did firstly strip and plunge 

into the Sea, whence, after half an hour’s swimming of those of us (Scrope and I) who could swim, 

we emerged in our dressing-gowns to discuss a bottle or two of Champaigne and Hock (according to 

choice) at our quarters. In course of this discussion, words arose; Scrope seized H. by the throat; H. 

seized a knife in self-defence, and stabbed Scrope in the shoulder to avoid being throttled. Scrope fell 

bathed in blood and wine – for the bottle fell with him, being infinitely intoxicated with Gaming, Sea-

bathing at two in the morning, and Supplementary Champaigne. The skirmish had past before I had 

time or thought to interfere. Of course I lectured against gambling – 
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“Pugnare Thracum est,” 

 

and then examined Scrope’s wound, which proved to be a gash long and broad, but not deep nor 

dangerous. Scrope was furious: first he wanted to fight, then to go away in a post-chaise, and then to 

shoot himself, which latter intention I offered to forward, provided that he did not use my pistols, 

which, in case of suicide, would become a deo-dand to the King. At length, with many oaths and 

some difficulty, he was gotten to bed. In the morning, Cool reflection and a Surgeon came, and, by 

dint of loss of blood, and Sticking plaister, the quarrel (which Scrope had begun), was healed as well 

as the wound, and we were all friends as for years before and after. 

 

79. 

My first dash into poetry was as early as 1800. It was the ebullition of a passion for my first Cousin 

Margaret Parker (daughter and grand-daughter of the two Admirals Parker), one of the most beautiful 

of evanescent beings. I have long forgotten the verses, but it would be difficult for me to forget her. 

Her dark eyes! her long eye-lashes! her completely Greek cast of face and figure! I was then about 

twelve – She rather older, perhaps a year. She died about a year or two afterwards, in consequence of 

a fall which injured her spine and induced consumption. Her Sister, Augusta (by some thought still 

more beautiful), died of the same malady; and it was indeed in attending her that Margaret met with 

the accident, which occasioned her own death. My sister told me that, when she went to see her 

shortly before her death, upon accidentally mentioning my name, Margaret coloured through the 

paleness of mortality to the eyes, to the great astonishment of my Sister, who (residing with her 

Grandmother, Lady Holderness) saw at that time but little of me for family reasons, knew nothing of 

our attachment, nor could conceive why my name should affect her at such a time. I knew nothing of 

her illness (being at Harrow and in the country), till she was gone. Some years after, I made an 

attempt at an Elegy. A very dull one. I do not recollect scarcely any thing equal to the transparent 

beauty of my cousin, or to the sweetness of her during the short period of our intimacy. She looked as 

if she had been made out of a rainbow – all beauty and peace. 

 My passion had its usual effects upon me: I could not sleep, could not eat; I could not rest; and 

although I had reason to know that she loved me, it was the torture of my life to think of the time 

which must elapse before we could meet again – being usually about twelve hours of separation! But I 

was a fool then, and am not much wiser now. 

 

80. 

My passions were developed very early – so early, that few would believe me, if I were to state the 

period, and the facts which accompanied it. Perhaps this was one of the reasons which caused the 

anticipated melancholy of my thoughts – having anticipated life. 

 My earlier poems are the thoughts of one at least ten years older than the age at which they were 

written: I don’t mean for their solidity, but their Experience. The two first Cantos of C
e
 H

d
 were 

completed at twenty two, and they are written as if by a man older than I shall probably ever be. 

 

[81 is omitted by Byron.] 

 

82. 
Upon Parnassus, going to the fountain of Delphi (Castri), in 1809, I saw a flight of twelve Eagles 

(Hobhouse says they are Vultures – at least in conversation), and I seized the Omen. On the day 

before, I composed the lines to Parnassus (in Childe Harold), and, on beholding the birds, had a hope 

that Apollo had accepted my homage. I have at least had the name and fame of a Poet during the 

poetical period of life (from twenty to thirty): whether it will last is another matter; but I have been a 

votary of the Deity and the place, and am grateful for what he has done in my behalf, leaving the 

future in his hands as I left the past. 

 

83. 
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Like Sylla, I have always believed that all things depend upon Fortune, and nothing upon ourselves. I 

am not aware of any one thought or action worthy of being called good to myself or others, which is 

not to be attributed to the Good Goddess, Fortune! 

 

84. 
Two or three years ago, I thought of going to one of the Americas, English or Spanish. But the 

accounts sent from England, in consequence of my enquiries, discouraged me. After all, I believe 

most countries, properly balanced, are equal to a Stranger (by no means to the native, though). I 

remembered General Ludlow’s domal inscription: 

 

    Omne solum forti patria – 

 

 and sate down free in a country of Slavery for many centuries. But there is no freedom, even for 

Masters, in the midst of slaves: it makes my blood boil to see the thing. I sometimes wish that I was 

the Owner of Africa, to do at once, what Wilberforce will do in time, viz. – sweep Slavery from her 

deserts, and look on upon the first dance of their Freedom. 

 As to political slavery – so general – it is man’s own fault; if they will be slaves, let them! Yet it is 

but “a word and a blow”. See how England formerly, France, Spain, Portugal, America, Switzerland, 

freed themselves! There is no one instance of a long contest, in which men did not triumph over 

Systems. If Tyranny misses her first spring, she is cowardly as the tiger, and retires to be hunted. 

 

85. 
An Italian (the younger Count Ruota), writing from Ravenna to his friend at Rome in 1820, says of 

me, by way of compliment, “that in society no one would take me for an Englishman, though he 

believes that I am English at bottom – my manners were so different.” This he meant as a grand 

eulogy, and I accept it as such. The letter was shown to me this year by the Correspondent, Count P. 

G., or by his Sister. 

 

86. 

I have been a reviewer. In the “Monthly Review” I wrote some articles, which were inserted. This 

was in the latter part of 1811. In 1807,
 
in a Magazine called “Monthly Literary Recreations,” I 

reviewed Wordsworth’s trash of that time. Excepting these, I cannot accuse myself of anonymous 

Criticism (that I recollect), though I have been offered more than one review in our principal 

Journals. 

 

87. 

Till  I was eighteen years old (odd as it may seem), I had never read a review. But, while at Harrow, 

my general information was so great on modern topics, as to induce a suspicion that I could only 

collect so much information from reviews, because I was never seen reading, but always idle and in 

mischief, or at play. The truth is that I read eating, read in bed, read when no one else reads; and had 

read all sorts of reading since I was five years old, and yet never met with a review, which is the only 

reason that I know of why I should not have read them. But it is true; for I remember when Hunter 

and Curzon, in 1804., told me this opinion at Harrow, I made them laugh by my ludicrous 

astonishment in asking them, “what is a review?” To be sure, they were then less common. In three 

years more, I was better acquainted with that same, but the first I ever read was in 1806-7. 

 

88. 
At School, I was (as I have said) remarked for the extent and readiness of my general information; 

but in all other respects idle; capable of great sudden exertions (such as thirty or forty Greek 

Hexameters – of course with such prosody as it pleased God), but of few continuous drudgeries. My 

qualities were much more oratorical and martial, than poetical; and Dr. D., my grand patron (our 

head-master), had a great notion that I should turn out an Orator, from my fluency, my turbulence, my 

voice, my copiousness of declamation, and my action. I remember that my first declamation 

[astonished him into some unwonted (for he was economical of such), and sudden compliments, 

before the declaimers at our first rehearsal. My first Harrow verses (that is, English as exercises), a 
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translation of a chorus from the Prometheus of Aeschylus, were received by him but cooly: no one 

had the least notion that I should subside into poesy.] 

 

[In this and the following entry the passages within brackets are in the handwriting, not of Byron, 

but of Sir John Murray’s father. To the 88th entry is appended the following note in the 

handwriting of his grandfather: 

 

    “The leaf of which this is a copy was sent to 

    “The Rt Hon’ble Robert Peel by Thomas Moore, Esq. 

    “May 30, 1829. 

        J. Murray.” 

 

As Byron wrote on both sides of the pages, the note applies also to the passage which is placed 

within brackets in the 89th entry.] 

 

89. 

[Peel,  the Orator and Statesman (“that was, or is, or is to be”), was my form fellow, and we were 

both at the top of our remove (a public School Phrase). We were on good terms, but his brother was 

my intimate friend. There were always great hopes of Peel amongst us all – Masters and Scholars, and 

he has not disappointed them. As a Scholar, he was greatly my superior: as a declaimer, and Actor, I 

was reckoned at least his equal. As a school boy out of school, I was always in scrapes, and he never; 

and in School he always knew his lesson, and I rarely;] but when I knew it, I knew it nearly as well. 

In general information, history, &c., &c., I think I was his Superior, as also of most boys of my 

standing. 

 

89. [occurs twice] 

The prodigy of our School days was George Sinclair (son of Sir John): he made exercises for half the 

School (literally), verses at will, and themes without it. When in the Shell, he made exercises for his 

Uncle, Dudley Macdonald (a dunce who could only play upon the flute), in the sixth. He was a friend 

of mine, and in the same remove, and used at times to beg me to let him do my exercise – a request 

always most readily accorded, upon a pinch, or when I wanted to do something else, which was 

usually once an hour. On the other hand, he was pacific, and I savage; so I fought for him, or thrashed 

others for him, or thrashed himself to make him thrash others, whom it was necessary, as a point of 

honour and stature, that he should so chastise. Or, we talked politics, for he was a great politician, and 

were very good friends. I have some of his letters, written to me from School, still. 

 

90. 
Clayton was another School Monster of learning, and talent, and hope; but what has become of him 

I do not know: he was certainly a Genius. 

 

91. 

My School friendships were with me passions (for I was always violent), but I do not know that there 

is one which has endured (to be sure, some have been cut short by death) till now. That with Lord 

Clare began one of the earliest and lasted longest, being only interrupted by distance, that I know of. I 

never hear the word “Clare” without a beating of the heart even now, and I write it with the feelings 

of 1803-4-5 ad infinitum. 

 

92. 

 In 1812, at Middelton (Lord Jersey’s), amongst a goodly company of Lords, Ladies, and wits, &c., 

there was poor old Vice Leach, the lawyer, attempting to play off the fine gentleman. His first 

exhibition – an attempt an horseback, I think, to escort the women – God knows where, in the month 

of November, ended in a fit of the Lumbago – as Lord Ogleby says, “a grievous enemy to Gallantry 

and address” – and if he could have but heard Lady Jersey quizzing him (as I did) next day for the 

cause of his malady, I don’t think that he would have turned a “Squiree of dames” in a hurry again. 
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He seemed to me the greatest fool (in that line) I ever saw. This was the last I saw of old Vice Leach, 

except in town, where he was creeping into assemblies, and trying to look young and gentlemanly. 

 

93. 

Erskine  too! Erskine was there – good, but intolerable. He jested, he talked, he did every thing 

admirably, but then he would be applauded for the same thing twice over: he would read his own 

verses, his own paragraphs, and tell his own story, again and again – and then “the trial by Jury!!!” I 

almost wished it abolished, for I sate next him at dinner. As I had read his published speeches, there 

was no occasion to repeat them to me. 

 Chester (the fox hunter), surnamed “Cheeks Chester” and I sweated the Claret, being the only 

two who did so. Cheeks, who loves his bottle, and had no notion of meeting with a “bon vivant” in a 

scribbler, in making my eulogy to somebody one evening, summed it up in – “By G−d, he drinks like 

a Man!” 

 

94. 
Nobody drank, however, but Cheeks and I. To be sure, there was little occasion, for we swept off 

what was on the table (a most splendid board, as may be supposed, at Jersey’s) very sufficiently. 

However, we carried our liquor discreetly, like “the Baron of Bradwardine.” 

 

95. 
I f  I had to live over again, I do not Know what I would change in my life, unless it were for not to 

have lived at all. All history and experience, and the rest, teaches us that the good and evil are pretty 

equally balanced in this existence, and that what is most to be desired is an easy passage out of it. 

 What can it give us but years? and those have little of good but their ending. 

 

96. 

Of  the Immortality of the Soul, it appears to me that there can be little doubt, if we attend for a 

moment to the action of Mind. It is in perpetual activity. I used to doubt of it, but reflection has taught 

me better. It acts also so very independent of body: in dreams for instance incoherently and madly, I 

grant you; but still it is Mind, and much more Mind than when we are awake. Now, that this should 

not act separately, as well as jointly, who can pronounce? The Stoics, Epictetus and Marcus 

Aurelius, call the present state “a Soul which drags a Carcase:” a heavy chain, to be sure; but all 

chains, being material, may be shaken off. 

 How far our future life will be individual, or, rather, how far it will at all resemble our present 

existence, is another question; but that the Mind is eternal, seems as probable as that the body is not 

so. Of course, I have ventured upon the question without recurring to Revelation, which, however, is 

at least as rational a solution of it as any other. 

 A material resurrection seems strange, and even absurd, except for purposes of punishment; and 

all punishment, which is to revenge rather than correct, must be morally wrong. And when the 

World is at an end, what moral or warning purpose can eternal tortures answer? Human passions 

have probably disfigured the divine doctrines here, but the whole thing is inscrutable. It is useless to 

tell one not to reason, but to believe. You might as well tell a man not to wake but sleep. And then 

to bully with torments! and all that! I cannot help thinking that the menace of Hell makes as many 

devils, as the severe penal codes of inhuman humanity make villains. 

 Man is born passionate of body, but with an innate though secret tendency to the love of Good in 

his Mainspring of Mind. But God help us all! It is at present a sad jar of atoms. 

 

97. 

Matter is eternal, always changing, but reproduced, and, as far as we can comprehend Eternity, 

Eternal; and why not Mind? Why should not the Mind act with and upon the Universe? as portions of 

it act upon and with the congregated dust called Mankind? See, how one man acts upon himself and 

others, or upon multitudes! The same Agency, in a higher and purer degree, may act upon the Stars, 

&c., ad infinitum. 

 

98. 
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I have often been inclined to Materialism in philosophy but could never bear its introduction into 

Christianity, which appears to me essentially founded upon the Soul. For this reason, Priestley's 

Christian Materialism always struck me as deadly. Believe the resurrection of the body, if you will, 

but not without a Soul. The devil's in it, if, after having had a Soul (as surely the Mind, or whatever 

you call it, is) in this world, we must part with it in the next, even for an Immortal Materiality. I own 

my partiality for Spirit. 

 

99. 
I am always most religious upon a sun-shiny day; as if there was some association between an 

internal approach to greater light and purity, and the kindler of this dark lanthorn of our external 

existence. 

 

100. 
The Night is also a religious concern; and even more so, when I viewed the Moon and Stars through 

Herschell’s telescope, and saw that they were worlds. 

 

101. 
If, according to some speculations, you could prove the World many thousand years older than the 

Mosaic Chronology, or if you could knock up Adam and Eve and the Apple and Serpent, still what is 

to be put up in their stead? or how is the difficulty removed? Things must have had a beginning, and 

what matters it when or how? 

 I sometimes think that Man may be the relic of some higher material being, wrecked in a former 

world, and degenerated in the hardships and struggle through Chaos and Conformity – or something 

like it; as we see Laplanders, Esquimaux, &c., inferior in the present state, as the Elements become 

more inexorable. But even then this higher pre-Adamite supposititious Creation must have had an 

Origin and a Creator; for a Creator is a more natural imagination than a fortuitious concourse of 

atoms. All things remount to a fountain, though they may flow to an Ocean. 

 

102. 

What a strange thing is the propagation of life! A bubble of Seed which may be spilt in a whore’s lap 

– or in the orgasm of a voluptuous dream – might (for aught we know) have formed a Caesar or a 

Buonaparte: there is nothing remarkable recorded of their Sires, that I know of. 

 

103. 

Lord Kames has said (if I misquote not), “that a power to call up agreeable ideas at will would be 

something greater for mortals than all the boons of a fairy tale”. 

 I have found increasing upon me (without sufficient cause at times) the depression of Spirits (with 

few intervals), which I have some reason to believe constitutional or inherited. 

 

104. 
Plutarch says, in his life of Lysander, that Aristotle observes, “that in general great Geniuses are of a 

melancholy turn, and instances Socrates, Plato, and Hercules (or Heracleitus), as examples, and 

Lysander, though not while young, yet as inclined to it when approaching towards age”. Whether I am 

a Genius or not, I have been called such by my friends as well as enemies, and in more countries and 

languages than one, and also within a no very long period of existence. Of my Genius, I can say 

nothing, but of my melancholy, that it is ‘increasing and ought to be diminished’ but how? 

 

105. 

 I take it that most men are so at bottom, but that it is only remarked in the remarkable. The Duchesse 

de Broglie, in reply to a remark of mine on the errors of clever people, said, “that they were not worse 

than others, only being more in view, more noted, especially in all that could reduce them to the rest, 

or raise the rest to them.” In 1816, that was. 

 

106. 
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In fact (I suppose that), if the follies of fools were all set down like those of the wise, the wise (who 

seem at present only a better sort of fools) would appear almost intelligent. 

 

107. 

I have met George Colman occasionally, and thought him extremely pleasant and convivial. 

Sheridan’s humour, or rather wit, was always saturnine, and sometimes savage: he never laughed (at 

least that I saw, and I watched him), but Colman did. I have got very drunk with them both; but, if I 

had to choose, and could not have both at a time, I should say, “let me begin the evening with 

Sheridan, and finish it with Colman”. Sheridan for dinner – Colman for Supper. Sheridan for Claret or 

port; but Colman for everything, from the Madeira and Champaigne at dinner – the Claret with a layer 

of port between the Glasses – up to the Punch of the Night, and down to the Grog or Gin and water of 

daybreak. All these I have threaded with both the same. Sheridan was a Grenadier Company of Life-

Guards, but Colman a whole regiment – of light Infantry, to be sure, but still a regiment. 

 

108. 
Alcibiades is said to have been “successful in all his battles;” but what battles? Name them! If you 

mention Cæsar, or Annibal, or Napoleon, you at once rush upon Pharsalia, Munda, Alesia, Cannae, 

Thrasimene, Trebia, Lodi, Marengo, Jena, Austerlitz, Friedland, Wagram, Moskwa.; but it is less 

easy to pitch upon the victories of Alcibiades, though they may be named too – though not so 

readily as the Leuctra and Mantinea of Epaminondas, the Marathon of Miltiades, the Salamis of 

Themistocles, and the Thermopylae of Leonidas. 

 Yet upon the whole it may be doubted, whether there be a name of Antiquity, which comes 

down with such a general charm as that of Alcibiades. Why? I cannot answer: who can? 

 

109. 
The vanity of Victories is considerable. Of all who fell at Waterloo or Trafalgar, ask any man in 

company to name you ten off hand: they will stick at Nelson; the other will survive himself. Nelson 

was a hero: the other is a mere Corporal, dividing with Prussians and Spaniards the luck, which he 

never deserved. He even – but I hate the fool, and will be silent. 

 

110. 

The Miscreant Wellington is the Cub of Fortune, but she will never lick him into shape: if he lives, 

he will be beaten – that’s certain. Victory was never before wasted upon such an unprofitable soil, 

as this dunghill of Tyranny, whence nothing springs but Viper’s eggs. 

 

111. 

I remember seeing Blucher in the London Assemblies, and never saw anything of his age less 

venerable. With the voice and manners of a recruiting Sergeant, he pretended to the honours of a 

hero; just as if a stone could be worshipped, because a Man had stumbled over it. 

 

112. 

There is nothing left for Mankind but a Republic, and I think that there are hopes of such. The two 

Americas (South and North) have it; Spain and Portugal approach it; all thirst for it. Oh Washington! 

 

113.          Pisa, Nov. 5th 1821 
“There is a strange coincidence sometimes in the little things of this world, Sancho” says Sterne in a 

letter (if I mistake not); and so I have often found it. 

 [In] article 91, of this collection of scattered things, I had alluded to my friend Lord Clare in terms 

such as my feelings suggested. About a week or two afterwards, I met him on the road between Imola 

and Bologna, after not having met for seven or eight years. He was abroad in 1814, and came home 

just as I set out in 1816. 

 This meeting annihilated for a moment all the years between the present time and the days of 

Harrow. It was a new and inexplicable feeling, like rising from the grave, to me. Clare, too, was much 

agitated – more in appearance than even myself; for I could feel his heart beat to his fingers’ ends, 

unless, indeed, it was the pulse of my own which made me think so. He told me that I should find a 
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note from him, left at Bologna. I did. We were obliged to part for our different journeys – he for 

Rome, I for Pisa; but with the promise to meet again in Spring. We were but five minutes together, 

and in the public road; but I hardly recollect an hour of my existence which could be weighed against 

them. He had heard that I was coming on, and had left his letter for me at B., because the people with 

whom he was travelling could not wait longer. 

 Of all I have ever known, he has always been the least altered in every thing from the excellent 

qualities and kind affections which attached me to him so strongly at School. I should hardly have 

thought it possible for Society (or the World as it is called), to leave a being with so little of the leaven 

of bad passions. I do not speak from personal experience only, but from all I have ever heard of him 

from others during absence and distance. 

 

114.
 

I met with Rogers at Bologna: staid a day there, crossed the Appennines with him. He remained at 

Florence; I went on to Pisa – 8bre 29
th

, 30
th
 &c., 1821. 

 

115. 

I re-visited the Florence Gallery, &c. My former impressions were confirmed; but there were too 

many visitors there, to allow me to feel any thing properly. When we were (about thirty or forty) all 

stuffed into the Cabinet of Gems, and knick-knackeries, in a corner of one of the Galleries, I told R. 

that it “felt like being in the Watchhouse.” I left him to make his obeisances to some of his 

acquaintances, and strolled on alone – the only few minutes I could snatch of any feeling for the 

works around me. I do not mean to apply this to a tête à tête scrutiny with Rogers, who has an 

excellent taste and deep feeling for the Arts (indeed much more of both than I can possess; for of the 

former I have not much); but to the crowd of jostling starers and travelling talkers around me. 

 I heard one bold Briton declare to the woman on his arm, looking at the Venus of Titian, “Well, 

now, this is really very fine indeed,” – an observation, which, like that of the landlord in Joseph 

Andrews “on the certainty of death,” was (as the landlord’s wife observed), “extremely true.” 

 In the Pitti palace, I did not omit Goldsmith’s prescription for a Connoisseur, viz: “that the pictures 

would have been better, if the painter had taken more pains, and to praise the works of Pietro 

Perugino.” 

 

116. 
I have lately been reading Fielding over again. They talk of Radicalism, Jacobinism, &c., in England 

(I am told), but they should turn over the pages of “Jonathan Wild the Great. The inequality of 

conditions, and the littleness of the great, were never set forth in stronger terms; and his contempt for 

Conquerors and the like is such, that, had he lived now, he would have been denounced in ‘the 

Courier’ as the grand Mouth-piece and Factionary of the revolutionists. And yet I never recollect to 

have heard this turn of Fielding’s mind noticed, though it is obvious in every page. 

 

117. 
The following dialogue passed between me and a very pretty peasant Girl (Rosa Benini, married to 

Domenico Ovioli, or Oviuoli, the Vetturino) at Ravenna. 

 Rosa. “What is the Pope?'” 

 I. “Don’t you know?” 

 Rosa. “No, I don’t know. What or who is he? Is he a Saint?” 

 I. “He is an old man.” 

 Rosa. “What nonsense to make such a fuss about an old man. Have you ever seen him?” 

 I. “Yes, at Rome.” 

 Rosa. “You English don’t obey the Pope?” 

 I. “No, we don't; but you do.” 

 Rosa. “I don’t know what I believe, but the priests talk about him. I am sure I did not know what 

he was.” 

 This dialogue I have translated nearly verbatim, and I don’t think that I have either added to or 

taken away from it. The speaker was under eighteen, and an old acquaintance of mine. It struck me as 
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odd that I should have to instruct her who the Pope was: I think they might have found it out without 

me by this time. The fact is indisputable, and occurred but a few weeks ago, before I left Ravenna. 

          Pisa, Nov
r
 6

th
 1821. 

 

118. 

 
1. 

 Oh! talk not to me of a name great in story, 

 The days of our Youth are the days of our Glory, 

 And the myrtle and ivy of sweet two and twenty 

 Are worth all your laurels though ever so plenty. 

 

2.  

 What are garlands and crowns to the brow that is wrinkled? 

 ’Tis but as a dead flower with May-dew besprinkled: 

 Then away with all such from the head that is hoary, 

 What care I for the wreaths that can only give Glory? 

 

3. 

 Oh! Fame! if I e’er took delight in thy praises, 

 ’Twas less for the sake of thy high-sounding phrases, 

 Than to see the bright eyes of the dear One discover 

 She thought that I was not unworthy to love her. 

 

4. 

 There chiefly I sought thee, there only I found thee; 

 Her Glance was the best of the rays that surround thee, 

 When it sparkled o’er aught that was bright in my story, 

 I knew it was love, and I felt it was Glory. 

 

I composed these stanzas (except the fourth added now) a few days ago, on the road from Florence to 

Pisa. 

 

119. 

My daughter Ada, on her recent birthday the other day (the 10th of December 1821), completed her 

sixth year. Since she was a Month old, or rather better, I have not seen her. But I hear that she is a fine 

child, with a violent temper. 

 I have been thinking of an odd circumstance. My daughter, my wife, my half sister, my mother, 

        1      2  3      4 

my sister’s mother, my natural daughter, and myself, are or were all only children. My sister’s Mother 

     5        6   7 

(Lady Conyers) had only my half sister by that second marriage (herself too an only child), and my 

father had only me (an only child) by his second marriage with my Mother (an only child too). Such a 

complication of only children, all tending to one family, is singular enough, and looks like fatality 

almost. But the fiercest Animals have the rarest numbers in their litters, as Lions, tigers, and even 

Elephants which are mild in comparison. 

 

120.          May 18
th

 1822. 

I have not taken up this sort of Journal for many months: shall I continue it ? “Chi cosa?” 

 I have written little this year, but a good deal last (1821). Five plays in all (two yet 

unpublished), some Cantos, &c. I have begun one or two things since, but under some 

discouragement, or rather indignation at the brutality of the attacks, which I hear (for I have seen 

but few of them) have been multiplied in every direction against me and my recent writings. But 

the English dishonour themselves more than me by such conduct. It is strange, but the Germans 

say that I am more popular in Germany by far than in England, and I have heard the Americans 
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say as much of America. The French, too, have printed a considerable number of translations – in 

prose! with good success; but their predilection (if it exists) depends, I suspect, upon their belief 

that I have no great passion for England or the English. It would be singular if I had; however, I 

wish them no harm. 

 

121. 
 

[Here the manuscript ends on page 159 of the volume; but Byron has himself continued the 

pagination of blank leaves to page 199.] 

 

 

 
 


